
3 Spots You Need to Know 
to Catch More Steelhead
Take your game to the next level 
with these pro tips!



One of the biggest keys to steelhead  
fishing success is being able to 

identify where the fish like to hold in a 
river. While there are many places you’ll 
find steelies, these are the Big Three... 
the ones you must know to be successful: 
Flats, Heads and Tailouts.

Let’s take a look...



Essential Spot #1: The Flat

Choppy or “broken” surface

Bottom levels off here

2 to 7 feet deep

Current

In the diagram above, we have a cross section of a typical  

steelhead flat. Day in and day out, these are your money spots!  

Flats are simply sections where the river’s gradient levels off. 

Steelhead love flats because they afford them a place to rest  

without having to work too hard. 



Essential Spot #1: The Flat

To help you better understand what a flat is, think about a stair-

way in a hotel or big office building – you know, the kind that 

go halfway up a floor, level off and then go up to the next floor? 

Imagine a river that way...the stairs are rapids and 

the level landings between flights are flats. When 

you are walking upstairs, those “flats” give your legs 

a quick break before you head up the next flight. It’s 

the same for steelhead. After expending a bunch of 

energy swimming up through a rapid or swift riffle, 

the fish use these leveled-off areas to catch a break.

The best steelhead flats are typically anywhere 

from 2 to 7 feet deep, though you’ll sometimes 

find fish holding in slightly deeper water. Ideally, the 

speed of the current there will be that of a semi-brisk 

walk and will have some chop on the surface. 

When a river has dropped into prime “steelhead 

green” condition after a rain, the “meat” of the flat – 

often right in the middle – is where you will typically find the bulk of 

the steelhead. 

If the main section also has some large boulders in it, so much the 

better! Steelhead love to hang in front of, behind and off to the side 

of big rocks on flats. Also keep an eye out for current seams (the 

“spot within a spot”) as steelhead often gravitate to them as well.

In the above photo, you can 
clearly see that there’s a nice 
flat here, with a choppy riffle 
leading into it. Prime steel-
head water!



Essential Spot #2: The Tailout

Current

Tailout where the river
shallows and then

starts to drop off again

Moving on to the very bottom of the flat, you’ll find the tailout. 

Tailouts are steelhead producers in just about any water con-

dition besides high. 

A tailout is the shallow area at the end of a flat – a slight rise in 

the bottom’s gradient before it drops off into the next rapid or riffle. 

The hydraulics there are such that the fish get some “lift” from the 

current in the tailout which helps them expend less energy. 



Essential Spot #2: The Tailout

Tailouts are also resting zones for fish that have just come up 

through tough stretches of heavy water. Even in low and clear 

water, it’s not uncommon to find steelies sitting in water that is ex-

tremely shallow – especially in the early morning hours or on dark 

days. 

You’ll  be amazed sometimes at how shallow of water steelhead will 

hold in a tailout. I’ve seen some monsters hooked in water a foot 

deep! When you do hook up in one of these spots, try to force the 

fish upstream. In many cases, a fish that plunges over the tailout 

is a gonner, lost to rapids, trees and all sorts of other unfriendly 

obstacles downstream.



Essential Spot #3: The Head
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You’ll also find fish sitting at the head of a flat – the upstream 

portion of the run where the  current is heaviest. Early in the 

morning, when the sun’s off the water, the fish may hold lower in 

the flat and then seek cover under the choppy or broken surface in 

the faster water at the head as the day brightens. 



Essential Spot #3: The Head

The head of a flat is also a key 

steelhead holding zone in low, 

clear water conditions. When the 

flows drop out, many flats be-

come too shallow for fish to feel 

comfortable in, so they will move 

up to that fast water at the top. 

Again, the faster flows usually 

feature a broken surface which 

helps to conceal the fish. 


